EXHIBIT H
PUBLIC COMMENT
1. Notice of Application
2. Other Comment Received

Public Comment 1

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Joe Caputo
Edie Berghoff
Calavista
Friday, June 21, 2019 10:23:25 PM

Public Comment 2

CAUTION: This email originated from outside your organization. Exercise caution when
opening attachments or clicking links, especially from unknown senders.
Good evening, Ma'amMy name is Joseph Caputo, I live at 1652 NE Halden Glen Court. I am writing to you because I
have a few concerns about the proposed Calavista building plans.
[] Traffic/street parking/working hours:
I noticed on the site plan that there will be homes with their driveways that use Halden Glen
Court (the street). We already have issues with the one lane road that services the
neighborhood. The addition of 5 homes facing that road along with the traffic generated by
the connecting road is concerning. Deletion of the existing street parking that we currently
utilize for our families (numerous homes with driving teenagers) is not acceptable.
Particularly, for the 3 homes at the top of the cul-de-sac that share the driveway. These
homes can absolutely not park any more vehicles than the 2 spots that the driveways allow.
We rely upon the ability to park along the road!
I am concerned about the use of our neighborhood during the construction of Calavista. We
all have children that use our quiet and peaceful neighborhood to play in. Unless absolutely
necessary (for the construction of the homes along Halden Glen Court), there needs to be
restricted access by construction vehicles into our neighborhood. The impact on our quality of
life will be significant during construction, additional UNNECESSARY traffic should not be
something that we have to endure.
I understand the need to maximize available daylight areas for construction. However, it
MUST be recognized that reasonable work hours need to be implemented for the
construction site. We all have kids in school and jobs that we all work. I do not know if there
are any city ordnances in place that govern this type of thing. I am simply looking for the
establishment of reasonable working hours. No earlier that 7:00 a.m. and no later than 7:00
p.m.
[] HOA compatibility:
What are the rules for the Calavista homes to comply with our registered HOA rules and vice
versa? Will a new HOA that encompasses both communities have to be drafted? Who is
responsible for drafting that?
[] Water pressure:
Over half of the homes in Halden Glen currently must use water pressure booster pumps. The
water pressure delivered by the city is simply not sufficient to travel up the hill to the homes.
Without my pressure booster turned on, the PSI at my kitchen sink is 15; the PSI in my upstairs

showers is 11. I have a very deep concern that due to the inadequate water pressure supplied
by the city, the addition of another 40+ homes will make a bad problem into a horrible
problem. What is the city going to do remedy this issue?
Thank you for your time and consideration in this matter. I look forward to your response.
Respectfully,
Joseph Caputo

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Megan Greene
Edie Berghoff
Halden Glen and Calavista
Friday, June 21, 2019 5:16:53 PM

Public Comment 3

CAUTION: This email originated from outside your organization. Exercise caution when
opening attachments or clicking links, especially from unknown senders.
Hi Edie,
I'm writing with concerns about the upcoming housing development planned near Halden
Glen in Poulsbo, just off Caldart.
We understand that we can't stop the development but we'd like to ask for courtesy to the
people living in the neighborhood which will be severely affected by this planned growth.
I am a third-generation Poulsbo resident and have raised my children here. I've chosen it
because it's an ideal town in which to raise a family yet still be close to go job opportunities.
Over the years I've seen the growth managed well by the city council. that seems to have
changed with the unmanage growth and large developments being put up all over the town in
the past two years. I chose my new development because it was small and close to the school.
The influx of these large developments is wreaking havoc on the infrastructure of the city
including the roads and natural resources. My water pressure is already so low that I have to
have a water pump in my garage in order to have a proper pressure.
Now we've learned that the city is proceeding with their aggressive and greedy plan to develop
yet more property. I reviewed the development plans for the Calavista development and see
that it will severely impact parking and privacy. I'd like to respectfully request that the
construction access be fettered off Caldart and that the cul-de-sac be left as an access road for
those living there already. It's unfortunate that we won't eventually have a cul-de-sac, that it
will be a pass-through for the numerous extra vehicles this development will bring. we
respectfully request the courtesy of extending the privacy and noise reduction as long as
possible to the construction process.
Kind regards,
Megan Greene
1670 NE Halden Glen CT
3605097566

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Dustin Padilla
Edie Berghoff
Calivista site proposal
Saturday, June 22, 2019 3:24:19 PM

Public Comment 4

CAUTION: This email originated from outside your organization. Exercise caution when
opening attachments or clicking links, especially from unknown senders.

To whom this may concern,

My name is Dustin Padilla, I live in Halden Glen Lot 3 19607
Halden CT NE and I have great concerns about the new Calavista
home development proposal. Per new development proposal,
Calivista will use the Halden Glen access road. This will disrupt
the peaceful neighborhood road with minimal traffic coming in
and out of our community. Our community only allows play
areas on or along side the road. The increase of heavier traffic in
and out of the community causes concerns for the young children
in the neighborhood riding their bikes, playing, etc. Our
community already has issues with cars coming in and out as
Halden Glen road only allows a for a single one lane road.
Contruction vehicles, equipment, and contractors using the
Halden Glen road will make a great impact on traffic as well as it
will block most of the homes facing the Halden Glen road. The
unnecessary traffic will be unacceptable in our tight community!
The proposal of lots 25-29 facing our community disrupts the
assigned parking stalls for the community to use. Many homes in
our community are limited to just the stalls in the driveway. The
community members already believe there is not enough parking
stalls to allow neighbors to have visitor gatherings at their home.
We already struggle with the adjacent HOA housing using our
community parking stalls. Separating both communities with the
existing fence line will not only be a safety feature but a
separation between HOA.

I highly express my voice in having Halden Glen and Calivista
separate with the proposed Road B not being connect to the
Halden Glen Culdi sac and having Lots 25-29 being able to be
access on Halden Glen road. I believe with the Halden Glen
community proposing there concern, we will overcome the
proposal and protect our existing parking stalls and less thru
traffic in our neighborhood for safety of our children and
community!
I thank you for the time and consideration on hearing my family’s
concern and part of our communities voice towards the Calavista
proposal. I would like to have some information on Halden Glen
building proposal and see if Calivista proposal violates any of
Halden Glen common areas or property lines. I look forward on a
response.
Thanks,
Dustin Padilla

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Public Comment 5

Aurora Roesler
Edie Berghoff
Nathaniel Roesler
Halden Glen Homeowner Concern Pertaining to New Development Proposal
Wednesday, June 26, 2019 11:23:19 AM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside your organization. Exercise caution when
opening attachments or clicking links, especially from unknown senders.
Good afternoon, Ma'amMy name is Nathaniel Roesler, I live at 1634 NE Halden Glen Court. I am writing to you because I have a
few concerns about the proposed Calavista building plans. One reason we purchased this home was
because of the tranquil, private, small neighborhood setting, backdropped by the natural setting. As that is
now going to be unjustly taken from us, some concerns we have are as follows.
-Mail/Easement/Misc:
Will there be any old growth tree protection, any sort of easement? What will happen with our mailbox? It
was our understanding that everything on our side of the fence is property of the Halden Glen community.
How can driveways be added, and the fence torn down, eliminating part of our community?
[] Traffic/street parking/working hours:
I noticed on the site plan that there will be homes with their driveways that use Halden Glen Court (the
street). Not only will this affect our privacy and view, but we already have issues with the one lane road
that services the neighborhood. The addition of 5 homes facing that road along with the traffic generated
by the connecting road is concerning. Deletion of the existing street parking that we currently utilize for
our families (numerous homes with driving teenagers) is not acceptable. Particularly, for the 3 homes at
the top of the cul-de-sac that share the driveway. These homes can absolutely not park any more
vehicles than the 2 spots that the driveways allow. We rely upon the ability to park along the road!
I am concerned about the use of our neighborhood during the construction of Calavista. We all have
children that use our quiet and peaceful neighborhood to play in. Unless absolutely necessary (for the
construction of the homes along Halden Glen Court), there needs to be restricted access by construction
vehicles into our neighborhood. The impact on our quality of life will be significant during construction,
additional UNNECESSARY traffic should not be something that we have to endure.
I understand the need to maximize available daylight areas for construction. However, it MUST be
recognized that reasonable work hours need to be implemented for the construction site. We all have kids
in school and jobs that we all work. I do not know if there are any city ordinances in place that govern this
type of thing. I am simply looking for the establishment of reasonable working hours. No earlier than 7:00
a.m. and no later than 7:00 p.m.
[] HOA compatibility:
What are the rules for the Calavista homes to comply with our registered HOA rules and vice versa? Will
a new HOA that encompasses both communities have to be drafted? Who is responsible for drafting
that? Will we have opportunity to oppose?
[] Water pressure:
Over half of the homes in Halden Glen currently must use water pressure booster pumps. The water
pressure delivered by the city is simply not sufficient. We barely have any pressure for watering our lawn
sufficiently. I have a very deep concern that due to the inadequate water pressure supplied by the city,
the addition of another 40+ homes will make a bad problem into a horrible problem. What is the city going
to do to remedy this issue?
Thank you for your time and consideration in this matter. I look forward to your response.
Respectfully,

Nathaniel Roesler

Public Comment 6

